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ABSTRACT

Three new types of free electrons luers (FEL) that are being examined in new rang= of parameter

design space are: compact systems, XUV systems, and high power devices. Shorter wiggler wavelengths,
shorter or longer lasers, higher currents, and higher quality electron beams are a few of the trends in the
FEL community. The primary predictor of FEL mcillation is the small signal gain. We prwnt 3-D tmall-
eignal calculations for more realistic parabolic-profile electron beams in the limit of moderately wide to

wide electron beams. This limit compliments the thin electron beam limit and needs be included in any

analytical approximation that encomp~sea all 3-D eflects. The system of equations for the optical modes
are of Hamiltonian form and are solved M the analytical eigenmodes of the stationary quantum mechanical
harmonic oscillator. W’e show the complete solution to the initial value problem in the epecial case of a
cold, resonant electron beam, including the damped modes heretofore neglecled. From this we de:ive the
asymptotic solution M a superposition of Hermite [square symmetry] or Laguerre (circular symmetry) modes,
We give expressions for the mode size, tb,- spatial growth rate and injection fraction for the dominant mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the governing equations for optical guiding in FELs are well understood’, there is practical
interest in obtaining simple formul M for the gain of such systems. Doing so transforms the problem of general
nystem design to an algebraic kvel and can represent and codify experience in running computer codes, The
cane of a thin electron beam hsa been treated2 eleewhere and here we treat the opposite limit of a wide
electron beam, The full initial value problem haa been treated numerically, but not analytically, however,
asymptotic solutions giving what corresponds to the fMteat growing eigenrnode of thin treatment h~ve been
found for a radin] top hat electron beam, The completeneu of ouch modes and the injection fraction haa not
been examined an~lyticnlly. Our treatment handles a opecial caM of an on-resonant parabolic electron beam
in the etandard radial-lane approximation, It has the advantage of serving M a prototype for doing the full
initial value problem, As rruch, it complements the initial value treatment available in the thin beam case,

The approach here may be considered a generalization that addo diffraction to the well known reeon~nt
1-D -mall cignal cubic equation usually appearing in dispersions relation form:

(1)

where AID(0) = 1, dAID/dr(()) = O, d’Al~(0)/dr2 = O Here j ia the dimerwionlens current and the
optical field spatial growth rate is fi(j/2)1J3/2L, The parameter r may be thought of as a time pmametrr
measuring the progress of the pulse through the wiggler and becomes unity at the wiggler end. To solve
the initial VRIUFprohlern, we mbetitute exp(rr) for AID and solve for the three value- of r, Then we u-e
a linear auperpmition and three boundary conditions, The three-dimensional treatment, by annlogy, would
I,lrro uoc an cxponentinl tire? dcpendeuce. Generalizing this idea, we UM a Iaplacc trannform technique to
obtain the complete nolution of the asymptotic field We give the apatinl growth rale, mode sire, and th~
field injection ratio These are reduced to simple algebraic formulM in trrnw of a mingle parameter that mny
be thought of as tlw rntio of the 31) g~in Icllgt.h to the rayleigb rang? of the excited wave



2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Adding diffraction to the cubic equation is straight forward and well knownl’4. The partial differential
equation for the propagation of the optical field A is third order in T and second order in the two dimensional
space coordinates z and V:

[

d2 dA LV2A ““
~~ 1++ . ~A(l - ar2), (2)

here r2 = Z2 + yz, k is the optical wavenumber and L is the length of the wiggler. The electron beam density
profile is proportional to 1- crra and the zexo density occurs at r = W4= l/@. This equation can be cast

in a more compact and familiar form’:

4)=M”(3=M”V (3)

where P is a me~ure of the sinusoidal velocity modulation amplitude and phase and Q is a measure of
bunching and

(

o 0 1
M= 1 0 0

)

(4)
O ij(l - crr2)/2 -L17~/2ik “

The solution to the eigenvalue problem [Eq.(5) with VO= O]gives (Pm, Qm, Am ) for eigenvalue a = o~. With
the orthonormal’ condition rewritten as

J
,,

d2~AmAn + ;(1 - ~r2)(PnQ~ + l’mQm)] = Jn6rnn. (46)

Because of the question of the incompleteness of the eigenfunctions, we solve the ●quation, with initial
c~nditions, ~0 = (O,O,AO)T by a laplace transform technique. The transform of a function F is written
F(s) = JOmexp(-sr)F(r)dt, thus,

(M -8) ~17(S, F)+ Fo(q = 0! (5)

In principle we will invert the expression for V(S, F) by the bromwich integral (in practice we identify known
pieces):

1

r

+icm

~(!ln = ~ ,-im exp(st)~(#,7’)ds, (6)

where R(7) > 0 and is also greater than any singularity in V(S, r~, Therefore, we require the solution for
R(8) >0, only4

Eliminating the first two components of the vector gives

(7)

Ttansformi?g to dime~sionless coordinates F/a = ? und aV1 = vi, where complex a is determined below,
and using A.(LI,;) = A(8, ?), the spatially driven two dimensional quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator
●quatinn u obiained

(8)v~~.(s,f) + (A(s) - P1)~.(s,?) = 2iku2AO(a~/L,

where

(9)



The .wociated homogeneous equation (Ao = O and A(s) ~ ~~,n) k a simple ground state ~olution,

mrp(-F2/2) with corresponding eigenvalue AOO = 2.
The ?igenfunctions u~,n(?j can be expressed in either cartesian or polar coordinate and natisfy the

eigenvalue equation
v~um,. (F) - ““~,.(~ = ‘Jm,num,n(~ (11)

These solutions are known to be complete and are found by separation of variables product function tech-
nique. The completeness of the two dimensional functions is guarant~d by the completeness of the one

dimensional functions through the construction of A(i - Eo)6(j – jo). The one dimensional completeness

is guaranteed by the sturm-liouville nature of the one-dimensional second order differential equations. The
solutions are given by

u~,.(~,~) = fV.~Hm(S)Hn(jj) exp(-#/2), (12)

in carkrian coordinates with ~~,~ = 2m + 2n + 2, Nnm = l/~2m+”rrn!m! and in polar coordinates

L(Q)(F2)7exp(-~/2) exp(i@),
tip,f(?, e) =

T(q + p)!/p!
(13)

with ~P,~ = 4P + 2q + 2. The red of the paper applies to both representations but u, ;Iizea the cartesian
representation for detailed calculations. The value of a determines whether or not A(s) takes on one of the
eigenvalues A“,n, In the off-resonant csse, where the value of s does not result in A(s) = J~,~, the drive
term can be expanded in a series of the on-r-onant eigenfunctions whose width depends on the value of s.
Here we examine the solutions of A(s) = &,~. This condition can be written in the scaled variables as

/
c = -1.” *- ~+iiz.

2ko/2)11” = i
(14)

where F = s/(j/2)1/3. A great deal of physical insight can be garnered from the solution of this cubic. We
solve the cubic by using a polar form for the scaled s value that Ii= w’ithin the complex s plane In Fig. (1)
we show the scaled eigenvalue Z plotted against the angle 0. The three branches correspond to the three
cubic roots for all possible positive values of the ncaled eigenvalue at a half-degree and degree incre,ncnte in
0.

In Fig. (2), we plot the root locus of ocaled # values, J, M a function of the scaled eigenvalue L. Wi!h
the scaled eigenvalue set to zero, the two right hand curves begin at their uppermost points. The left hand
curve, which we call branch number 3 or the loss branch, begins at its low~t point, and this beginning
point is a reflection in the y-axis of the uppermmt point of the right-band side curves, Tbe uppermost of
the right-hand side curves, which we call FEL gain mode or branch 1, contains the phyoico of high-gain and
optical guiding, As tile scaled eigenvalue is increMed (by means of a smaller radius electron beam or higher
mode numbers), we expect diffraction to increase and the loasm to be higher. Indeed, the growth rat?, which
corresponds to the real part of d, decreaaes. The lower branch of the right-hand side, which we call neg~tivc
density gain (NDG) mode or branch 2, chows the nighest, unbounded growth rates M the ocaled eigenvalue
approaches infinity, This is M it chould be. The pwabolic ohaped electron beam h- ● negative particle
density at high radii, Were negative density pmticles available, we could think of thk region M givhg rbe 10
a negative-density FEL Mathenmtically, the 1-D verticm of much a -ystem requires j ~ -j in Eq( 1). When
the value of C of thin NI)G branch u equal to about unity, the mode width extends beyond the •lect~’on
sero density boundary. If wc look at the ●verage negative density versus the ocded eigenvalue, we find it
increases and makes this oyotem s lMer with gain that increasa with optical beam width, For practical
purpcmeo, W? may think of thin curve M bending over much quicker and perhapm even bending backwards
when no negative density electron- are present to maintain the parabolic density profile. The left hand
branch corresponds to decaying solution~ and it u well M ●ll the other brmrche- are ,lece.mary to meet the
bm.rndary conditiorrn at r = O At low valuea of C, the branch 3 mode tppeara to be wociated with the
t’EL becrme q = -sl O, whereM M L _ ~, it appearm associated with the ND(; mode whers t~ = -sl.
Without the negative dennity (ND) part of the electron b~am, the branch 3 cttrvc will alno be nlodifl~d far
away from the origiu when t >> I,
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Fig,(l) The eca]ed eigenvrduea & versus the angle

O for each of the three roote Si(L), i = 1,2,3.
Fig, 2 The root bcuc af the three eigenvaluu of
spatial growth rata #i(L), for i = 1,2,3. The
brancbea are numbered clockwise by 1, 2 and 3

corresponding to 2, 4, and 10 o’clock.

The ~olution to the 2-D driven harmonic oscillator equation for non-remnant s ia then

A(,, ?)= 2ik‘ - d’Fum,n(F)A)[rl( ~)~]~“ (8)~A(6) - ~m,n J (15)

Letting Ao(fl = exp(-@2), we have in the cwbi~ wrnentationt

Id2#Ao[a(~)~]uwm(#) =l/fiN.rn
/

dafl exp[-(~aa(s) + l/2)r’2]fi~(z’) ~n(t/) (16)

'~nm*[Hl(m+n)''Hm(0)Hn(0)==[-l("`+"''2N"mHm(0)H"
where .O = ~w/(2P) Thie then giv~

The selected component that gives rise to the aaymptotk behavior is rapreaented by

(la)

wher, o = ry@~/2 Independent of mode and we have defined s, = SNIO, q = qm, Q = ,SOO P.llina

out the bead function form,

(19)



here LT- 1 indicates the inveree laplace trarmform, and @ indicatee a convolution of the indicated functions
detailed below. A Iternately, the complew carteaian representation for the dution can be written

[ (:@”n(:@)N’n=p(-’’’)”lA(r, ~=~fiHm(0)Hn(O)LT-l Hm

8

{
LT- 1

82
& (s - 8,m.)(8 - Sam.)(u - 8*.)

@L~l[~(:’::)(m+n)’2]}, (19b)

where a: = L/kaj. The fimt krm ie a b] function, the eecond a mm of exponentida. The laat inver~
transform in Eq.( 19b) is a Laguerre polynomial of degree (m+ n)/2 multiplied by axp(-sor). By defining

the four conatante G, i = 0,3 M

,8
Sa+bo) Sa-sl)(ta-ss )! (20)

we can write the L.’l’- ~ beeael function term (an analogous approach holds for the complete eolution) M

-[CO exp(-sor) + c1 exp(sl r) + c, exp(sa~) + C4exp(O~r)].

Thus the superposition of the Iowat harmonic oscillator mode of different widths can be written M

[

T
AOO(r, ?) = ~so co exp(-sor)

I
exp(@)Jo(2@)dt (21)

o

a

I
T

+ ~ ci eXp(4r)
1

exp(-~it)Jo(2@)dt .
dm\ o

The late time dependenc~ for pozitive red parta of ti gives the laplace transform of the beeml function
times an exponentially inrreMing function in time. Thuo, the eigenfunction Wuoo(F/a(sl ))/sl returnq mul-

tiplied by with ● coefficient. The pole with the Iargeet pueitive real piece for the FEL gsin mode is thus

cornea from branch 1 and ia the mode with the leeat diffraction, the ground state mode, when Aw = 2, with
pole at 81 = gloO, Thin root contributes to eaymptotic form:

A(F, T) x AOO(F, ?) x L%ocl●xp(slr)fim(F/a( sl))/sl, (22)

A necemary requirement for the establishment of the asymptotic form u that ●t r = 1

This ie the condition for the gain to overcome the injection low of the nmde,

3. Numerical Evahmtlon

The spot size, Wt of the time independent dominant gauazian nmde depends on $?[1/2a’(s)] snd is given
by

l!dZd!r =Ut:to,,,rl ,“~= k co (24)



where Llo= L(rn = n = O). This parameter LO can be thought of as a mesmre of diffraction relative to gain
in the system. Ii we designate the rayleigh range of the excited wave as Zre = kw~/2, and the 1-D or planar
gain length as I,Pfi = 3-~1224t3j-1f3L, then

(25)

Given Lo, the 3-D gain length Lf is easily computable as L, = L/9?(s1) = L(j/2)-1t3/R(#l) where !R(31) =
rl Cos(dl), and where 1~1I = rl = [sin(dl)/coa(201 )]’ls, and to 2-1/2% on [0,4],

ctnOl = 1.6889 + 1.4003C0 - 1.3012C~ + 1.2223C~ + 2.5%, (26)

and for Co > 4, ctnfll = 43 + 0.3Y0. In this formalism Lo is the independent variable and the quantities
ctn81, $(F1), Q(F1), w~/w~, LPe/zrej Lfl/zrt, L.p, /L~ ~re functions of Co only. The ratio of the equilibrium
spot size to the spot size that would result from a gausaian free space beam with rayleigh range equal to the

gain length is defined as W(LO) = 131I/&. This ratio can be very large for small Lo, and as Lo -0 gives
rise to the 1-D dispersion equation. The only requirement to obtain the 1-D result then is that 1-D gain
dominates over diffraction of the excited wave. Even though the gain may be large, the optical bmm leaks

out laterally from diffraction and is in this case larger than the electron beam. The validity of the parabolic
profile e-beam dispersion equatirn is thereby verified in the case where the electron beam is small compared
to the optical beam rr,ode size. In this case, however, the part of the optical beam that interacts with the
electron beam is primarily that at the high gain center of the electron beam, and it appears that the ND
portion does not contribute by comparism, The opposite limit of Lo becoming very large compared to unity
gives rise to a spot size w~ that becomes equal we on branch 1; branch 2 and 3 run into the ND portion
of the electron beam, and, therefore, if the electron beam is truncated at the zero density point, it is not
clear whether the expression for the temporal injection ratio is valid in t$e region Co > 1, but the mode size
and gain, which depend on branch 1 properties, appear to be valid for all Lo. Thus, what we mean by wide
electron beams is that their excited waves have rayleigh ranges that are larger than the 1-D gain length,
When electron beams are not wide, the temporal injection ratio b probab!y underestimated by this theory,

The physicai quantity called the injection fraction is the ratio of the mymptotic mode amplitude,
extrapolated to zero time, to the injected field 6mp]itude on axis trocl/81, It is the product of three factors,
The first is 1,~ = 2s0/($0 + Sl) = 2P0/(@fl + 0), where Pt = 1/202 (.s). It gives unity when @= 9,.

(27)

This can be evaluated approximately by the cin expression, s/ii = (j/2)iJs, and 61 = F, “p(iO1), This first
factor is the mode content of the incident optical mode. The second factor is lfm = l#!/[\JI - #a)(4! - 83)]1
When fO = O, lt~ = 1/3. For CO > 10.0, l~m = C;s to 2.2%, For CO c [0,2], JIm = 0.335- 0,449~0 -
o.02WiL~ * 1>7%;on [2,10] l,m = 1.05C~s * 7%; or alternately on [2,10],

Inn = (0. - 3S7 + 13551C0 - 04746L; + 007809~ - 0N06142L~ + 0.0001863 L~)/1~ + 1.7% (28)

This is the injrction fraction into the faatest growing FEL branch of the three temporal modes, The temporal
injection fraction depends cm the three temporal growth rates that in turn depend on th- value of Co, Becauee
J, ~ o as Lo - CO,irrespective of the distortion of branch 2 and 3, Itm - (I aa Lo ~ 00, The third factor
is fit It combines with uoo to give unit intensity at r = 0, The requirement of gain overcoming injection

JI(LI) > (j/2) -’/3{ lll[lm(to,j)] + ln[flm(&)]). (29)

The factor lt~ can be thought of M being derived from an equivalent 1-D problem with the tame boundary
conditic.mn w, Jlq, (l) hut with a term to describe diffraction

(30)



Here AILJ x Zt~exp-slr.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented calculation of the asymptotic mode for wide (ZO << 1) parabolic profile electron
beams but the growth rate and mode size may be useful at all values Lo. We have ~sO Sddressed the

situation of parabolic beam profile truncated at zero density, The asymptotic behavior can be expressed as
a superposition of gauss hermite or gauss Iaguerre modes, the lowest order dominant mode is a stationary

gaussian. The growth rates, widths and injection fkactions of parametric variations of these modes are found
analytically and with convenient numerical approximations. The theory loses its accuracy at large values of
the parameter Lo.
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